
You, as managers, create vision and guide the business. Now it`s up to the whole organization, which 

needs to be adjusted to the smallest detail towards the new direction you want it to take. You know the 

success depends on the way how the middle management translates the strategy to every employee in the 

organization. But are they communicating it clear enough for employees to understand it and to adjust 

their activities to the changes?

Strategy Implementation Success is a com-

plete solution for building a shared vision 

within the company. It is designed to be a 

value-adding part of your existing process 

for strategy implementation throughout 

the organization.

• You get a clear picture of the current level of under-

standing of the strategic vision in your organization;

• You have a structured approach to communicating the 

strategic vision in order to make changes quickly and 

efficiently;

• Middle management and other key employees under-

stand the cause-and-effect connections in business, so 

that the decisions taken are based on sound business 

logic;

• People at operational levels are engaged with the Big 

picture of the business in order. Thus you can be sure 

that they can execute strategic projects aligned and the 

organization can benefit from that synergy.

Dynamic 
Leadership

How often do you discuss the company strategy in your organization? Are you sure the key 
employees have the right understanding about the business that they have to manage? Can they 
make decisions based on sound business logic?

The successful implementation of 
the strategy means that the mes-
sages you send to customers are 
clear and unique, that everyone 
in the organization are united 
around a shared way of achieving 
the goals and that everyone un-
derstands their role in the process 
of value creation.

Strategy Implementation 

Success
“Looking in the same direction“
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Strategy Implementation Success is created to 
support you and make sure that:



1. Audit of the strategic vision and understand-
ing among the managers in the organization 
with focus on:
• Customer driven

• Target with precision

• Competitive edge

• Shared vision

• Synergy

• Money for Value; 

2.Alignment of the business understanding
Workshop with the Top Management aiming to reach 

consensus on key issues.

3. Launch of internal initiatives 
The top management defines the initiatives that will un-

dertake to achieve the strategic vision.

4. Cascading the strategy understanding 
Specially developed process for communicating the 

corporate strategy to all levels in the organization. The 

approach is consistent with your specific corporate 

strategy and is based on customized business simula-

tions licensed by the Swedish company CELEMI AB.
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Project phases
To deliver results Strategy Implementation Success 
goes through 5 steps:

The participants understand the value creation 

process in the organization

  

5. Final audit of the strategic vision understanding 
Is the strategic vision shared at the end of the project?

The participants understand the conditions re-

quired for successful strategy execution on opera-

tional level

 

The participants understand the reasons that have 

determined the choice of a given strategy in light 

of market environment and behavior of the main 

competitors and realize what are the success fac-

tors and potential pitfalls.

Details

Project objectives

Target groups:
• Top management teams who want to undergo a 

critical analysis of corporate strategy; 

• Middle managers, whose daily decisions are re-

lated to the implementation of the strategic vi-

sion; 

• All employees, whose decisions must be based 

on sound business logic;

6 to 12 months, depending on the project scope.

Duration

Tools included:

• To make sure you have a clear and unambiguous 

strategic vision;

• To make sure the strategic objectives are supported 

by the required  efforts throughout the organization;

• To make sure you have a structured and relevant ap-

proach to strategy communication;

• To make sure that your efforts  in cascading the stra-

tegic goals, have actually delivered the expected result.

Make sure everyone is looking

in the same direction

TM

“Invite people to think like 
 business owners – so they can 
base their future decisions on 
sound business thinking.” 

Celemi Apples & Oranges™ brings financial state-
ments to life through its simple, profound model of 
a company. Participants form the incoming manage-
ment team of A&O Inc. – an established company 
that is facing some tough challenges. The company is 
losing market share and there are increasing demands 
from suppliers and customers. A&O Inc. needs a new, 
disciplined financial strategy.

Teams learn how to monitor cash flow, make 
resource utilization improvements, and measure 
results in the balance sheet and income statement. 

Participants of all experience levels are able to gain 
new skills or build on prior experience to: 
• Read and interpret financial statements.
• Identify critical elements affecting profitability.
• Analyze financial ratios and key performance 

indicators, and make priorities accordingly.
 
Participants will explore the cause-and-effect 
 relationships that govern a company’s financial state-
ments – and develop an intrinsic business sense that 
will govern their future decisions in every day work. 

What clients say

“Everyone is thinking like business owners. That means 
future decisions will be made based on sound business 
thinking, which should improve the financial picture 
much quicker.”

– Internal consultant, Principal Financial Group

“Apples & Oranges surpassed our expectations by 
a wide margin. [It] not only gives us a foundation to 
build on – it also creates enthusiasm and gets people 
involved. These are essential components for us as we 
launch our development program.”

– Personnel manager, Volvo Bus Corporation

“In one of our factories we came up with £1 million 
worth of potential improvements as a direct result of the 
Celemi business simulation.” 

– Manager, GlaxoSmithKline

Business finance 
for everyone

“Inspire team members to apply 
business concepts that help put 
your strategy into action – fast.” 

Success is a moving target. How do you get all 
your people behind your strategy in a marketplace 
that is rapidly changing? In the Celemi Enterprise™ 
business simulation, six companies compete for 
the same customers in a dynamic marketplace. 
Participants take on the roles of the management 
team – comprised of Marketing and Sales, 
Development and Services, Planning and Delivery, 
Finance and Control. The main challenge is to build, 
and successfully execute a strategy that leads to 
winning results.

Teams embark on a business adventure with 
 promises of risks and rewards where they have to 
be on their toes and think strategically to succeed.

Celemi Enterprise challenges participants to deal 
with uncertainties and balance short-term results with 
long-term value. The teams need to:
•	 Decide	on	a	desired	market	position.
•	 Target	and	sell	to	preferred	customers.
•	 Meet	customer	demands	by	developing	an	
attractive	and	profitable	product	portfolio.

•	 Deliver	with	excellence	by	getting	the	most	out	of	
people and processes.

•	 Create	strong,	sustainable	brand	value.
•	 Keep	track	of	financial	results	–	both	short	and	long	

term.

Stay ahead in  
a changing world

 

What clients say

“Enterprise clarified and reinforced our message about 
our strategic priorities. The simulation setting really 
engaged the participants and triggered many interesting 
discussions.”
– President and Chief Executive Officer, BE Group

“It’s the most interactive training I have ever attended. 
Key points are highlighted with practical demonstrations 
that every participant can see and feel.”
– Call center Manager, Customer Care Department, Česká 
pojišťovna

“To be winning in a changing market, you need to have 
the resourcefulness and flexibility to quickly convert a 
selected strategy into action. We successfully used the 
Enterprise simulation to improve these competencies in 
our team.” 
– Marketing Director, Actavis

The categories and the content of the ques-

tions included in the audit are inspired by 

some of the best-know thinkers in the stra-

tegic area. The audit is an on-line question-

naire containing 40 questions divided into 

6 categories.

The audit of the strategic vision and 

understanding delivers a valuable 

report of to what extent the organi-

zation has a clear and unambiguous 

strategic vision and is there a gap 

of its understanding among the key 

people.

It is not only the top management that has to have a clear strategic view and understanding; people 

on the front line – those in daily contact with the customers and those who fulfill the orders – must 

also check their bearings from time to time. But just as in any other kind of navigation, you cannot 

plot a course unless you know where you are!

• Get a clear picture of the current level of un-

derstanding of the strategic vision within your 

organization;

• Find out whether the key people on the opera-

tional levels are committed to the big picture of 

the business;

• Identify whether there is a synergy in the 

organization concerning the strategy implemen-

tation efforts;

• Find out whether middle management 

is able to communicate consistently your 

strategy to everyone in the organization;

• Check the result of your efforts in cascad-

ing strategic objectives within the organi-

zation;

• Understand whether everyone in the or-

ganization is pulling in the same direction.

Dynamic

Leadership

Audit of the

strategic vision and 

shared understanding
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of learning innovation in Bulgaria

www.inyourhands.bg

Objectives and Benefits

Фокус върху 

клиента

Споделена

визия

Синергия

Конкурентно

предимство

Прецизно

таргетиране

Пари за

стойност

Managing people intensive 
organizations through fierce 
competition for your clients and 
employees.

If you are in the business of selling knowledge and 
expertise, the value of your company extends well 
beyond financial measures. Likely, your most valu-
able asset is your people, and that means you must 
overcome unique challenges: How do you attract 
and retain the right people in fast moving industries? 
How do you get the most out of employees while still 
remaining an “employer of choice”? How do you en-
sure that your people align with your growth strategy 
and ability to acquire and retain profitable customers? 
In the Celemi Tango™ business simulation, partici-
pants develop the skills required to fully leverage 
their people as a source of competitive advantage, 
and execute a successful business strategy. 

The challenge is to attract and retain the right 
clients and employees in order to create short-term 
profits and long-term value.

As a result of the Celemi Tango experience, your 
employees will be equipped to:
• Gain a competitive edge – to attract the right 

employees and clients.
• Strategically plan and staff projects for optimal 

capacity utilization.
• Maximize cash flow and profitability – to provide 

for flexibility and growth.
• Grow your company’s know-how – not just the 

competence of the employees.
• Retain and develop your people in line with their 

goals and your company’s strategic vision.

What clients say

“We found that we could identify and manage the 
highly critical success factors in a knowledge company 
and actually quantify the results of our decisions. 
Celemi Tango is a great learning laboratory that had a 
very positive impact on our business management.”
– General Manager, Hewlett Packard

“[During the seminar] I spent all night stressing and 
worrying about how I could keep my simulated staff 
from being headhunted – then I realized I had never 
spent five minutes worrying about my real people. I’m 
going home to write a retention plan.” 

– Participant, Club Corp

“The most important take away from the seminar, was 
the understanding of business in general, business 
processes, and the ability to assess the impact of their 
decisions on the entire company.”

– Manager, Kraft Foods

Success through
people


